
HT-55

slimline lamp wiTH on/off 
swiTcH and moTion sensor

The flat slimline lamp SL25 with on/
off switch or motion sensor  
is suitable for all types of panels 
and enclosures, especially where 
space is at a premium. The lamp 
can be mounted on its narrow or 
broad surface using screws. It is 
also available with a magnet which 
allows it to be fitted quickly in 
any position in a steel enclosure. 
Both versions are available with 
an integrated electrical receptacle 
enabling the use of additional 
appliances. The motion sensor 
substitutes a door contact switch.

specifications
power consumption: 11 W  
(equals 75 W light bulb)
luminosity: 900Lm
lamp Type: Energy saving lamp,  
2G7 base
service life: 10,000h
switch: On/off light switch or PIR 
movement sensor, approx 6 min fixed 
switch-on duration
connection: Terminal 2.5 mm²  
(0.004 in²) with cable clamp, torque  
0.8 Nm max
mounting: M5 screws (not included) 
magnet mount (optional)
casing: Plastic according to UL94 V-0, 
light gray
dimensions: 345 x 91 x 40 mm  
(14 x 3.6 x 1.6")
weight (approx): 0.50 kg (18 oz)
fitting position: Narrow surface/ 
broad surface

operating/storage Temperature:  
-20 to 50°C (-4 to 122°F)/ 
-45 to 70°C (-49 to 158°F)
protection Type: NEMA 4X (IP20)
approvals: UL File No. E234324
Note: The slimline lamp SL25 is also 
available with a 483 mm (19") front panel

sl25 series

Comes complete with operator’s manual.
Ordering Examples: SL2524004, light with motion sensor, 11 W, 120 Vac.
SL2524007, light with on/off switch, 11 W, 120 Vac.
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sl2524004

sl2524001

Both shown smaller 
than actual size.

U slim casing
U electronic Ballast
U  lamp with or without  

electrical receptacle
U magnet mount (optional)
U energy saving lamp
U  on/off switch or 

automatic switching

The passive infrared (pir) motion 
sensor switches the lighting on 
when the enclosure door is opened. 
The switch-on time is reset with 
every further registered movement. 
The movement sensor does not 
react to movement on the other  
side of glass and so can be used in 
enclosures with glass doors.

 To Order
 model no.  protection Type
 sl2524001  Light with on/off switch, 11 W, 120 Vac, with receptacle  
   (USA/Canada)  
 sl2524101  Light with on/off switch, 11 W, 120 Vac, with receptacle  
   (USA/Canada), magnet mount     
 sl2527010  Light with on/off switch, 11 W, 120 Vac, no receptacle
 sl2527110  Light with on/off switch, 11 W, 120 Vac, no receptacle,   
   magnet mount 
 sl2524004  Light with motion sensor, 11 W, 120 Vac, with    
   receptacle (USA/Canada) 
 sl2524104  Light with motion sensor, 11 W, 120 Vac, with    
   receptacle (USA/Canada), magnet mount 
 sl2527012  Light with motion sensor, 11 W, 120 Vac, no receptacle
 sl2527112  Light with motion sensor, 11 W, 120 Vac, no receptacle,  
   magnet mount
 sl2524005  483 mm (19") light with on/off switch, 11 W, 120 Vac,    
   with receptacle (USA/Canada) 
 sl2524007  483 mm (19") light with motion sensor, 11 W, 120 Vac,   
   with receptacle (USA/Canada) 
 sl2527011  483 mm (19") light with on/off switch, 11 W, 120 Vac,   
   no receptacle       


